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Xanthar's alt-cover guide to everything also comes in a limited edition format, exclusively in core hobby stores, featuring an alternative art cover, beautifully illustrated by Hydro74. Use the store locator to find a hobby store near you. Where can I buy it? Order at your local toy store, book stores like Barnes &amp; Noble, or
online at retailers like Amazon. You can also find Xanathar's Guide to everything available through Fantasy Grounds, Steam, Roll20 and D&amp;D Beyond. Xanthar's Guide to Everything CoverAuthorsJeremy Crawford, Mike Mearls, Robert J. Schwalb, Adam Lee, Christopher Perkins, Matt SernettGenreRole-playing
gamesNation's Month of CoastPublication date15 November 2017Media typePrint (hardcover Pages192ISBN978-0-7869-6612-7 Xanathar's Guide to Everything is an accessory for the 5th edition of the dungeons &amp; fantasy dragons role-playing game, published in 2017. It is a book supplement for the 5th edition
dungeon master's guide and the player's manual. Contents This book adds a variety of options for both players and Dungeon Masters. [1] [2] Chapter 1: Character Options[3] Includes over twenty-five new subs for the twelve characters. It includes a variety of character background ideas and paintings along with a section
of new tribal feats. [4] Chapter 2: Dungeon Master Tools[3] Reviews and extends to traps and rules of off-mode activities. In-depth coverage of tool skills and spelling. Includes a variety of other DM tools, such as random appointments and results at the same time. [4] Chapter 3: Spells[3][4] Appendix A: Common
Campaigns[4] Appendix B: Character names include human and non-human names. [4] Publishing History Many of the information in Xanthar's guide to everything was developed through the audience Uncharted Arcana playtest and several character subcategories were previously published in Sword Coast Adventurer's
Guide. [5] During the Extra Life 2017 fundraiser in November 2017, free excerpts from Xanthar's Guide to Everything were released as PDFs when different levels of reward were hit. [4] The book was released on 21 November 2017. An exclusive version with an alternative cover from Hydro74 was released in advance to
select toy stores in early November 2017. [2] [6] Acept receptite Xanthar's Guide to Everything won the 2017 Origins Awards for best role-playing supplement and favorite game game game supplement with favorite game. [7] In the Best-Selling Book Week ended on 4 2017, Xanthar's Guide to Everything was #1 on
Hardcover Nonfiction. [8] Publishers weekly pointed out that the book sold nearly 45,000 copies as a new release. [9] ICv2 underlined that these numbers come from BookScan and include point of sale data from most chains and online retailers, but not most [Friendly Local Game Stores]. Scott Thorne, for ICv2,



highlighted two interrelated reasons for the high numbers: first, WotC has a huge untapped market out there for D&amp;C D Player-targeted books and Xanthar's Guide is the first official player-oriented book released by WotC in nearly two years. With this level of pent-up demand, it's no surprise that book sales took
most stores, and WotC, by surprise. And second, Amazon discounts sale from it unlike some other gaming manufacturers, who have begun protecting the value and price of their books, although a MAP, a customer can, when it comes back to stock, guide Xanthar from Amazon for $29.95, a 40% discount. An Amazon
seller even has the book, as of this writing, listed at $19.30 by shipping, a whopping 61% off. [10] In the review of Polygon, Charlie Hall wrote like Volos's Guide to Monsters, which was released late last year, Zanatar has a narrator named Zanatar. It is a spectator - a multi-eyed, floating monster from d&amp;amp; d lore -
who happens to be a powerful crime lord in the city of Waterdeep. Think of Jabba the Hat, but with the decay rays shooting out of his eyes. Almost every page of the book is annotated with small banter and comments. Unfortunately, the humor of these narrative excerpts fell flat for me. Zanatar's voice, as applied in this
book, seems a little too modern. Sounds more like an eccentric Redditor than a fictional crime boss. Fortunately, most of the book's content is excellent. In my estimation, it is the first must-have new book by coastal wizards since the latest edition of The Dungeon Master's Guide. [...] Up front, there are more than 30 new
subcategories for players to choose from. They include some vital and popular constructions from previous versions of the game, such as Cavalier and Samurai. But they also include some brand new versions of classic character categories that will bring any newly created party to life. [...] Best of all, WotC has instilled all
these new subcategories with strong role-playing hooks. These are not only stat-blocks with new art, but rather inspirations for storytelling within and by themselves. That said, most players will have no need for the rest of the book. Chapters two and three are mostly for dungeon masters and include a number of new
tools and tables. [11] Rob Wieland, for Geek &amp; Sundry, wrote that the backgrounds in the Fifth Edition offer a good place to start talking about the history of But coming up with a complete background for a character can be a little intimidating for someone who's never done it before. Xanathar's guide has a few class-
related items that can help, such as paintings about a bard's worst performance or the vice president a ruthless like to indulge in, between adventures. It also has a large section full of tables that define important character details such as siblings, upbringing and other points that can help sketch a backstory character
during the game. Game. a running gag that all D&amp;amp;characters D are orphans who were born, raised and became adventurers, but with this section, the characters get a skeleton of a backstory to help shade how they react to the game. [12] Richard Jansen-Parkes, for the British print magazine Tabletop Gaming,
wrote that in many ways the slightly fuzzy air of XGtE is a reflection of how modern games - both desktop and digital - are no longer static products, eternally stable in version 1.0. It was clearly shaped by community feedback and directly addresses many of the questions and concerns that regularly appear on Reddit
topics and Twitter feeds. [...] In many ways, the fact that the new rules feel fun without appearing over-fed is perhaps the book's greatest success of all. [...] There are a few things aimed at power gamers out there, but that's always going to happen and none of them seem to make any existing abilities or characters
completely obsolete. Indeed, the abundant content has no effect on gameplay whatsoever, such as a guide to creating character backstories or large tables of random names for the DM to consult when players insist on talking to everyone in the tavern. The best way to describe XGtE, perhaps, is that it upgrades your
experience to D&amp;D 5.1. It's a huge content update that tweaks things here and there, presented with all the usual top design and writing work that we've come to expect from the D&amp;D team. Arguably some of the rule clarifications need to be presented as an errata or an update to existing basic books rather than
requiring you to buy a new one, but when that's the biggest complaint that goes you know you have a success on your hands.' [13] Rollin Bishop, for Comicbook, wrote that although the name of the supplement does it no favors, it is mostly a reprinted collection of an online article series with some added depth. Having it
all in one natural place, however, is helpful. Even so, the D&amp;D game technically requires only three books: the Player's Manual, the Dungeon Teacher's Guide and the Monster Manual. But if there's a fourth book that every table team has to take, it's probably Zandar's. In terms of utility, Xanthar is arguably just as
useful for both players and Dungeon Masters. The first and third chapters are largely player focused, while the middle chapter is specifically all about the tools for the DM to use. This includes sleep classes, random meetings, and more. If you are familiar with the Unearthed Arcana books from previous modern editions,
this treads similar ground on the 5th Edition. The question most teams will likely be wondering is whether the $49.95 MSRP is worth the sticker price. [14] References ^ Expand your dungeons &amp; dragons campaign with these two new books. pastemagazine.com. Retrieved 2019-06-23. ^ a b «Xanthar's Guide to It
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